
Sohonet Exchange has worked with the leading production studios and some amazing projects 
over the past 25 years (from top-secret agents to wizards and fire breathing dragons) and 
understand the unique challenges productions face. 

We deliver  a range of solutions and tools designed to help productions of every shape & size - 
from production studio setups to off-lot locations to shooting on location,  we can support you  
from the minute you get the green light to when the production wraps.

Whether it’s getting you set up with Internet, Wi-Fi, and phones or providing you with studio-
grade tools to share or stream content to your creatives and executives worldwide, our solutions 
are designed to create a smoother production workflow for you and your teams. 

For more information head to: 
https://www.sohonet.com

FLEXIBLE

Solutions that adapt to your needs 
Productions ramp up and down, production 
timelines change, and your crew can grow and 
shrink by the day. Having flexible workflow 
solutions that can change as quickly as you 
do is key – our solutions are designed to help 
productions scale and meet project demands 
and tight deadlines with  flexible contract terms 
and quick turnaround, incorporating creatives 
on-set, at the video village, in off-lot locations 
and even while working from home 

SECURE

Studio-grade security. 
We work with the leading distribution studios to  
ensure that all our tools and services are studio 
compliant. 
We also work with your production’s security 
protocols to meet your unique requirements and 
can ensure you have managed firewalls and even 
video surveillance to give you the confidence 
and peace of mind to focus on your day job.

We’re there whenever you need us with 25 years of production support experience
We know every production is unique in terms of its challenges, requirements and budgets. That’s why our 
highly trained teams are on-hand 24/7/365 to build solutions that fit your changing needs. Whether you’re 
looking to “burst” your network connection, monitor remote units in real-time, send multi-terabyte files, 
enable daily reviews or you just need to get the production office up and running quickly, we ensure these 
critical workflow changes get delivered as  quickly as possible, so you can focus on other tasks.

SOME OF THE STUDIO/ DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS WE WORK WITH



For more infomation head to: 
https://www.sohonet.com

FEATURES

Burstable Bandwidth
At the start of your production, there may only be a couple of feet on the ground, you may not even 
have the green light. We can start you on a small connection just to get you up and running and then 
as you’re production grows we can ‘burst’ your connection to support the growing number of users 
on site. Likewise, when your production starts to ramp down, we can decrease your bandwidth.

Stay in control of your network 
Create private internal networks for Accounts, Art, VFX, Production and Guest. Allocate each of 
these units varying levels of bandwidth, according to their needs. Login to The Sohonet Hub and see 
how much bandwidth your production or team is using. You can use this tool to determine whether 
you should increase/ decrease or move around bandwidth between your internal 
network.

Solutions to suit your scale
We offer WiFi, phones or video surveillance for any setup, on or off-lot: offices, mobile units, 
multiple buildings, stages, warhouses, you name it. You can create wireless logins with unique pass-
words (Guest Wifi, Production Wifi, Art Dept Wifi), which will be activated on all the areas you have 
WiFi presence – eliminating the need to login repeatedly.

Mobile connectivity on-location
Stay ’online’, whether your based in a warehouse or the middle of the desert. 
Access the internet, line-of-sight microwave and bonded 4G/LTE and 5G mobile data services.

Keep you on & off-set crew & creatives aligned
Keep split units and off-set crew/ collaborators aligned on creative vision with our real-time review 
tool, ClerView Flex. Ensure consistency in the creative vision across units and enable off-set 
creatives to can provide instant feedback to those on-site and see the changes happen immediately, 
negating the need to go back and forth later down the line. For the times when schedules clash, we 
have partnered with Moxion to give you options to view dailies in your own time from anywhere with 
annotation capabilities. 

Share content securely 
Our browser based file transfer tool FileRunner allows you to quickly and securely transfer dailies, 
camera shots, Storyboards, files, previs material (and more) to your colleagues and partners world-
wide without the need for server set-up or IT headaches.

Stay Connected
For sites connected to the Sohonet Media Network (SMN), you will also benefit from being 
connected to over 500 Media and Entertainment companies worldwide, enabling you to 
stay connected to your media partners or colleagues while shooting. On the ‘SMN’ you 
utilise our global fibre network to avoid the insecurities of the Internet and transfer your 
files, no matter how heavy they are, quickly, securely, and predictably.

 
OUR PRODUCTION STUDIO PARTNERS

We are proud to support over 50 production studios around the globe and additionally support 100s 
of ‘off-lot’ production locations in the US and UK. For the full list, head to our website. 


